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P.O. Box #1267 
Queen Creek, AZ  85142 
sunrisepoolcare@hotmail.com 
www.sunrisepoolcare.com 
   

Customer Name______________________________________________  Phone #___________________________ 
 
Address of Drain _____________________________________________  City/Zip___________________________ 
 
          HOLD HARMLESS DRAIN WAIVER 
  
Draining a swimming pool puts stress on the interior surface. When you remove the water from a pool, you run the risk of 
exacerbating certain underlying and existing conditions that are not visible when the pool is full of water. Pinholes, calcium nodules, 
blisters, air pockets and crazing (hairline cracking) are not visible at the surface of the pool, however, anytime a pool is drained you 
run the risk of popping, chipping, blistering, peeling or cracking of the pool surface due to pre-existing conditions that can reveal 
themselves when the static pressure of the weight of the water is removed from the pool. These conditions may not become apparent 
after draining, or even refilling and my not show up until weeks after refilling the pool.   _____________Initial here 
 
It is the Customer's responsibility to check their individual City codes for draining swimming pools as well as to locate the cleanouts 
for the drain. Some Cities require drain permits and/or may issue citations for draining into the street. It is the Customer's responsibility 
to pay any permit fees, fines or citations as a result of draining a swimming pool. Customer accepts sole responsibility for any 
consequences arising from draining the pool.           _____________Initial here 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
'Customer' has hired Sunrise Pool Care and/or its affiliates to perform certain services as is acknowledged by their initials & signature below:  
 
________  Customer has elected to have the pool drained. 
 
________  Customer has elected to have the pool Chlorine Rinsed.  This process will kill any algae in the pores of the pool and in some cases brighten the pool. 
 
________  Customer has elected to have the pool Acid Washed.  This process is a cosmetic procedure and should be done ONLY when necessary to help ‘reduce’ 
                  visible staining..  Because it removes a small layer of the surface, it is understood that it can shorten the life expectancy of your pool surface. . 
 
________  Customer has elected to have the calcium line removed, aka Bead Blast.  This process will remove the calcium line around the perimeter of the pool  
                   aka the ‘water line’.  It is understood there is some risk of etching on tile. 
 
________  Customer has elected to have calcium nodules removed by grinding them away. It is understood there is a risk of divot or brighter areas at the nodule  
                  spot after grinding. 
 
________  Other specialized service________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________  Customer has been informed the pool is in need of replastering and has elected NOT to do so at this time and holds Sunrise Pool Care and 
                  Its affiliates harmless in the event of cracking or further damage to the surface or plaster of the pool. 
 
________  Customer  understands upon start of pool, start up chemicals are included, however salt for salt pools is not and is added at an additional cost. 
 
 
Please do not:  turn on breakers, pool lights, or touch any equipment during the draining process.  
Please do not:  allow anyone near an empty pool 
Please do:  Call with any concerns @ 480-275-5933 
 
Sunrise Pool Care and its affiliates will not be held responsible or liable for any damages, complaints, fines, lawsuits, flooding or 
any other consequences that arise during any service performed.   ___________ Initial here 
 
 
__________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________ 
Customer       Sunrise Pool Care associate 


